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Agenda

- Opens
  - Issue #1096 in app-functions-sdk, Believe this is a legit bug.
- James Lin - NetFoundry - OpenZiti prototype
  - They are going to help us prototype.
- Inspection of IOTech Threat Model part 3
  - Start reviewing the threat model
    https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/858

Standing Agenda

- [Review Security Board](#)
- [Securing Consul Board](#) (skip)
- [Review CIS docker scan](#) (will skip unless something changes) (click latest run, go to classic, view console output).
  - Last checked: August 3, 2022 – as expected
- [Review Snyk (Jenkins)](#) (will skip unless something changes) (Imagelist)
Review action items from previous week

Action Items

- 7/14/21: Bryon: Update security policy documentation w.r.t. when to use GitHub security advisories to notify users of issues.